
 

   

WILTON-LYNDEBOROUGH COOPERATIVE 1 
SCHOOL BOARD MEETING 2 
Tuesday, September 20, 2022 3 

Wilton-Lyndeborough Cooperative M/H School 4 
  6:30 p.m. 5 

 6 
The videoconferencing link was published several places including on the meeting agenda. 7 
 8 
Present: Jim Kofalt, Brianne Lavallee (7:20pm), Alex LoVerme (online 8:16pm), Jonathan Vanderhoof, Dennis Golding (exited 9 
to budget committee mtg.), Matt Mannarino (6:34pm), Charlie Post and Darlene Anzalone (6:42pm online) 10 
 11 
Superintendent Peter Weaver, Business Administrator Kristie LaPlante, Principals Sarah Edmunds and Kathleen Chenette, 12 
Director of Student Support Services Ned Pratt, Technology Director Nicholas Buroker, Curriculum Coordinator Samantha 13 
Dignan, and Clerk Kristina Fowler 14 
 15 

I. CALL TO ORDER  16 
Chairman Jones from the Budget Committee called the meeting to order at 6:32pm. 17 
 18 

II. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 19 
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited. 20 
 21 

III. 6:30PM JOINT BOARD & BUDGET COMMITTEE SESSION 22 
a. FY 2023-2024 23 

Present: Jeff Jones, Leslie Browne, Caitlin Maki, Lisa Post (6:34pm), Bill Ryan, Adam Lavallee, Dick Rockwood, and Jennifer 24 
Bernet (7pm) 25 
 26 
Ms. LaPlante reviewed the budget timeline; this evening we are looking for goals and targets regarding the budget. She 27 
confirmed the WLCSSA CBA is being negotiated and we are on track for the due date. Regarding the timeline, we are willing to 28 
make adjustments to the top portion; the dates below have been verified as accurate. Chairman Jones asked for feedback or 29 
comments, none heard. He reported the Budget Committee met a few times during the summer and are requesting to have some 30 
departments heads come in and present their budgets including the Athletic Director so that they may ask direct questions and 31 
feel it will add value to the process. He spoke of looking back and there being a surplus of funds, which is great news for us, a 32 
fairly substantial one. The committee had spoken about getting together before the end of the year to look at overages and things 33 
underspent to ask questions and help plan the budget going forward. They would like to know if things were not spent, why is 34 
that. They suggest this meeting happen in March or April. Ms. Browne commented we did end up with a surplus last year, have 35 
we drilled down to where that was and why. We had talked about it a little but wondered if there was more detail. Ms. LaPlante 36 
reviewed that about 60% of it was in wages and benefits.  Health insurance was over budget and all other benefits were under 37 
budget. It is hard to say how much of this is due to staffing changes without documentation to say if it was over budgeted or 38 
what percent of that is due to cost savings. The nonwage and benefits was about 40% about 272,000 and of that the curriculum 39 
coordinator was budgeted as a contracted service (but was an employee) so that comes out as a nonwage and benefit. There was 40 
$7,000 funded in travel for conferences and PD for administrators that that they were not able to take. $98,800 in unspent 41 
technology, which a lot had to do with a shift in the copiers and change in vendors and $61,000 due to a shift in the phone 42 
service. There was $25,000 in software that came out of ESSER funds and $10,000 from the CTE classes not taken. These are 43 
the 4 main drivers and make up the bulk of the money not spent. Chairman Jones asked for the document she had prepared for 44 
the Board to be sent to the Budget Committee regarding this. He spoke of what we are doing in our buildings, and our 45 
investment here. There had been discussion regarding the tennis courts last year and discussion about funding the CIP ahead of 46 
time as opposed to funding exactly what is needed to get done. We should think about putting ourselves ahead as opposed to 47 
catching up. Mr. Vanderhoof commented the CIP is its own thing but as far as maintenance things like stair treads etc., he spoke 48 
of needing be clear as a Board and Budget Committee about what we want spent. We put money in there for things to be fixed 49 
and there is no reason for them not to be fixed, especially if it is spelled out that we want to do the projects. Ms. LaPlante 50 
responded it is a great point that historically that had been done but this year we only left $2,700, half a percent. We listened in 51 
the spring to the discussions from the Budget Committee and Facilities Committee. Mr. Lavallee commented that we don’t 52 
always have to ask for the funds in a warrant article. Ms. Browne expressed in the beginning we say this is what we need and we 53 
get to the end and see what the budget is and what percent of increase and we always seem to whittle away at the CIP. We have 54 
to stay committed to making an investment in our facilities. It is hard, as we want to keep the taxpayers in mind as well. 55 
Chairman Kofalt spoke the budget always has to be designed to allow for some unexpected circumstances. In other words, he 56 
thinks any budget is going to come up with; this is what we think we need and perhaps a little extra. He doesn’t say that to 57 
encourage padding the budget but there is a certain degree of latitude. Talking about returning money to the taxpayers that 58 
should be an annual event. It was noted there are some deferred maintenance items that need addressing and have been brought 59 
up. With ESSER money this year, there were a number of things we may have spent out of the budget but were able to justify 60 
with ESSER funds. ESSER is for things not budgeted. He suggests not using the last 2 years as indicators of the budget or 61 



 

   

returning funds. He thinks we spent prudently. It was noted in a highly inflationary environment, potentially, there is a need for 62 
the existence of some wiggle room and expectation of giving back if we don’t need it. Ms. Post spoke of wanting to get some 63 
documents for the CIP to start looking at in advance. We have tried to do that with facilities and it is important to look at that and 64 
consider it when we make our judgements and take care of areas in the schools that need attention. We have a Facilities 65 
Committee meeting coming up in October. If we can get those documents ahead of time, we can think about it and study it. A 66 
question was raised if we have a number for the CIP. Mr. Vanderhoof responded he doesn’t know what has been done recently 67 
but it was expressed last year it would $130,000 request for the next 2 years. It depends on how they added it and if they are 68 
trying to fund it for 3 or 5 years. If you stick to that format it should all be paid for. Mr. Rockwood spoke of not being able to 69 
look into the numbers yet and apologized. He thinks the School Board and Budget Committee should be commended for what 70 
they have done over the past few years. He spoke of only hearing about the taxpayers and no mention of the students in these 71 
conversations tonight. He commented, “ladies and gentleman that is what we are here for”. It is time we bite the bullet and ask 72 
the taxpayers to support the students. He spoke of not knowing if we will fix the tennis courts but we need to forget about the 73 
taxpayers for a minute and give our students a shot to get through life. It is tough enough without our help. We need to start with 74 
some basic management, where are we with the roof and the buildings. He is not saying money spent on those things will make a 75 
better student but you need to stop and ask the people who are supporting you to start doing it or close the doors. It is the School 76 
Board’s responsibility mostly to respond and stand up to the taxpayers and say we cant educate the students for the type of 77 
money you want us to do it for. Mr. Post responded encouraging Mr. Rockwood to come to a school board meeting where we 78 
talk about the students for hours. The taxpayers are a stakeholder. He questioned what the perceived need is that we are not 79 
funding. Mr. Rockwood responded, how about the track. Mr. Post informed him there has not been a proposal for that brought 80 
forward. There was a brief discussion regarding Mr. Rockwood’s comments including regarding the tennis courts, which the 81 
Board voted to close due to the money it would cost, and there were only 3 players. Mr. Post expressed he appreciates Mr. 82 
Rockwood’s perspective and encourages him to attend a meeting before he says we need spend more money. Mr. Rockwood 83 
responded the mindset is to satisfy the taxpayers before the students and for you to say what the students need. Mr. Vanderhoof 84 
voiced that brand new tennis courts will cost about $300,000-$400,000 and as far as funding the school, the requests come from 85 
administration and we hear them and rarely say no to those. We give money back every year, there are big items like track and 86 
tennis but you need to come and listen when these topics are on the table. He does not believe we are vastly underfunded in the 87 
least and believes the taxpayers have been very supportive. He doesn’t know what the huge ask is that we are not paying for. The 88 
roof is on the CIP, being funded for 9 years, he assumes it will be on it again. If there are areas that need to be approved and if 89 
we need to spend some money that’s fine but doesn’t agree with throwing the taxpayers aside. Mr. Lavallee spoke of hearing 90 
conversations from students that our school is a poor school, the students are convinced this is a poor school. That is the 91 
perception accurate or not. Ms. Post spoke of having a Facilities Committee if Mr. Rockwood is interested in attending. She 92 
notes we are here tonight as a Budget Committee and we have to consider everything. We look at the whole picture. We always 93 
have the students on our mind; it is not that they are forgotten. She believes everyone here wants to do the best for our students 94 
and families. If you dig into the minutes and participate in the school board meetings, she thinks some of those things will help 95 
him understand, it will help you see the whole picture. Mr. Rockwood expressed he does understand the whole picture and the 96 
School Board and Budget Committee have a function and it all has to balance out. He notes he started out by saying he thought 97 
the School Board and Budget Committee had done a great job over the years; the funding aspect of it, he thought you might be 98 
afraid of the taxpayers that’s all. Chairman Kofalt spoke regarding the way NH DOE calculates cost per pupil, there are 2 ways, 99 
on the lower end it is $18,000 cost per pupil with excluding tuition and transportation and if you include those items, we are at 100 
$23,000-$24,000 ballpark number. He adds he thinks the School Board has been very clear that we want to spend taxpayer 101 
money wisely and where it has value. People on this Board are probably perceived as “budget hawks” but they have been 102 
advocating for long-term substitutes and funding for the robotics team so they can compete. He spoke yesterday with the 103 
Superintendent regarding Lego Robotics at FRES and there has been some discussion of having a gifted program for students 104 
who may need more of a challenge. Student performance and benefits are very much on our minds and any suggestion to the 105 
contrary is ill informed. He spoke of receiving a letter from a community member a couple of years ago who was having to cut 106 
her medication in half due to the cost of her property taxes being so high. The price of everything is going through the roof; he 107 
thinks it is not appropriate to say taxpayers cough it up. We try hard to strike a balance to serve students and families with the 108 
reality that we have limited funds and are not a wealthy district. It is important to know how we spend money and get specifics if 109 
you feel we are not making the right decisions along the way. Ms. Anzalone spoke about being on the school board and having 110 
been on the Budget Committee; she is still seeing how the whole process works. She spoke of one of the first meetings hearing a 111 
proposal to cut $400,000 from the budget by a community member. She sees both sides of it and we want to be sensitive to the 112 
taxpayers as ultimately whatever we proposed we have to get by the taxpayers especially with the cost of everything going up 113 
right now. Chairman Jones commented that we have spirited conversations and always discuss and consider everything. If there 114 
are things the public want us to consider lets have a conversation about it, we are always open to doing that. Mr. Lavallee spoke 115 
that people don’t often come to these meetings. This is his 4th year and doesn’t recall someone coming to the Budget Committee 116 
meeting saying something wasn’t funded. If masks are on the agenda, 400 people show up, maybe we could just add that word to 117 
the agenda so we can know what they want.  118 
 119 

IV. PUBLIC COMMENTS 120 
Chairman Jones called out all the phone numbers and names joined in the meeting asking if they wanted to comment or anyone 121 
present wanting to comment. There were no public comments.  Ms. LaPlante asked if the Budget Committee is in a position to 122 
give us direction tonight regarding the building the budget as we have not started without some direction. She asked if we should 123 



 

   

do the same as last year. Chairman Jones responded he would take feedback from the Budget Committee on this. His personal 124 
feeling is to do the same as last year; we don’t have a particular number in mind. Mr. Lavallee added now that you have original 125 
records we should see where everything has gone from the budget so we can look at what is a onetime expense and what is 126 
contracted so we can build the budget for what is actually needed. Ms. LaPlante noted she sent out year-end FY 22 so you can 127 
start digging into it and if there are specifics let her know. She already knows of some of those one-time costs such as the 128 
facilities vehicle. Mr. Lavallee clarified he was referring to using Ms. LaPlante s quality numbers, these can be used to paint a 129 
picture of what is needed from every group as last year we had to start from square one. 130 
 131 
A MOTION was made by Mr. Lavallee and SECONDED by Ms. Browne to recess the Budget Committee session at 7:12pm. 132 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 133 
 134 

 PUBLIC COMMENTS 135 
The public comment section of the agenda was read. Superintendent called out all the phone numbers and names joined in the 136 
meeting asking if they wanted to comment. There was no public comment.  137 
 138 

V. ADJUSTMENTS TO THE AGENDA 139 
Superintendent requested to add a nomination for appointment to the agenda and Chairman Kofalt informed members that there 140 
would be no WLC PTO report; it will be moved to the next meeting. 141 
 142 
A MOTION was made by Mr. Golding and SECONDED by Mr. Vanderhoof to accept the adjustments to the agenda. 143 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 144 
 145 
Mr. Golding departed the meeting to join the Budget Committee as the school board liaison. 146 
 147 

VI. BOARD CORRESPONDENCE 148 
a. Reports 149 

i. WLC PTO Report 150 
This report has been moved to the first meeting in October. 151 

ii. Business Administrator’s Report 152 
Ms. LaPlante apologized for not getting a written report out due to illness. She reports still working to close out FY 22 on the 153 
DOE and DRA reporting side. Looking forward to FY 24 and updating FY 23 to accurately reflect cost and encumbered 154 
balances. She is looking to do a quarterly reconciliation of purchase orders to make those changes more timely and efficient. The 155 
tennis court site work final quote will be shared with the Facilities Committee and on the Board at their next meeting. We have 156 
been able to lock in our heating oil cost at 3.849 as a maximum and propane 2.189 as a maximum. The vendor will rewrite the 157 
contract if it goes down. Looking at consumption, we had over last 2 years; we are $30,000 over budget and the increase in 158 
heating and propane. We are working with Standard Power to renegotiate electric rates we are in contract until the end of 159 
October. She will provide an estimate once it is complete. There has been a change in how hydroelectric facilities work and part 160 
of the revenue can come back to school districts. We will get a little bit of revenue from this. The revenues for FY 23 are 161 
unknown. When the folks from the DOE came out, we talked about this new Accountability Plan SB420, a new needs based 162 
grant based on free and reduced and property assessed values. She attended a webinar on this and has met internally to discuss 163 
what the funds would look like. Currently the DOE is estimating the funds to be $32,430 for FY 23 and another amount for FY 164 
24, figures should be out in November. She notes the numbers are somewhat loose, these funds will automatically come through 165 
and counted as adequacy. We will tie our investment in how we will improve math and reading achievement. We will have some 166 
restraints but not like on Title I or II. Mr. Post commented that the price for propane is remarkable. Ms. LaPlante responded we 167 
are fortunate to use a vendor in Keene, Discount Oil and L & G Propane; they have been phenomenal with us. We are also very 168 
fortunate that if we lock in and overestimate gallons or under estimate we don’t get penalized. A question was raised if we have 169 
any news on when we will receive the final audit. Ms. LaPlante responded no and will follow up with them. We have not 170 
scheduled the FY 22 audit either.  171 

iii. Director of Student Support Services Report 172 
Mr. Pratt reported we had a great opening. We have a para who has moved up to become a case manager, which is awesome; we 173 
have a new ABA and are looking for 3 para’s. There is a short this year in para’s, normally we would have filled this by now. 174 
We are in compliance but it can be tricky when someone is out sick. We have had a successful Medicaid reimbursement this 175 
year. We are looking at $100,000, which is phenomenal given some of the challenges of Medicaid. Mary Jane Ryan has done a 176 
great job filling out our paperwork and being accurate. When we look at the budget and Medicaid reimbursement, he still won’t 177 
be able to give you a good figure as they changed things again and he feels the hoops we are required to go through sometimes 178 
are not necessary. The form they changed meant we had to send out 37 letters to our parents. Given the situation, we did a great 179 
job with reimbursements this year. A question was raised regarding the funds that were allocated from ESSER to increase 180 
counseling services. Mr. Pratt confirmed we are in good shape with this, we have implemented planning and programs for a 181 
variety of counseling and it all looks good. The need for paras was briefly discussed and Mr. Pratt was asked what the plan is 182 
going forward. Mr. Pratt reports working with Ms. Fowler to continue to post the positions, we have 3 open. He may look at a 183 
different model and one may be to contract out for a para, which would be a little more expensive. We are trying to hire a para 184 



 

   

for a student who is out of district but still needs services and couldn’t find one. We are up against it but will flex and still 185 
continue to look at what our needs are. Chairman Kofalt thanked him for his report and Ms. Ryan for the work she has done on 186 
Medicaid reimbursement. Mr. Pratt commented the staff did a great job.  187 

iv. Director of Technology’s Report 188 
Mr. Buroker reported this represents the busiest part of his year, the first week when staff comes back and the second week when 189 
the students come back. He notes “gremlins” get in the equipment; we had 250 new problem tickets. That represents a 400% 190 
increase from the prior month. At the time, he was writing this we had 30 open tickets, which are now down to 15. We just 191 
crested the tip of that iceberg. He spoke of losing one of the IT technicians who put in a heroic level of effort and he wishes him 192 
all the best but his loss is concerning. We have posted the position and had our first interview today. He is hopeful to get this 193 
position filled. We have rolled out iReady and Clever Single Sign-on. Out of 400 students, we had a success rate of 98%, beyond 194 
that Vector training went off without a hitch except for a handful of password resets etc. He confirmed the posting for IT 195 
Technician has been up since September 9. He noted the interview today had been from the prior posting when we hired the last 196 
technician. The Superintendent reached out to him and he was able to come in on short notice. He confirmed the single sign-on 197 
is new; implemented in July. It was noted that as people settle in using it we could see a large decrease in password resets etc. 198 
Mr. Buroker responded that most come from staff as the students are incredibly tech savvy, they are intuitive. The single sign-on 199 
has improved things for the 1st and 2nd grade teachers and streamlining that process has saved them a lot of time. There was a 200 
brief discussion about the technology security audit that was previously done. It was noted the results were reviewed in 201 
nonpublic, as legally there was a basis for doing it as it could be used in a cyber-attack. Chairman Kofalt would like to get some 202 
updates on where we are with this. If it is high-level, it can be done in public but if specifics and remediation are discussed and 203 
there is potential for vulnerability, it may need to be done in non-public. Mr. Buroker noted some devices made to ameliorate 204 
this have just arrived. It was noted some issues have been cleared up. Mr. Buroker informed the group that yesterday we 205 
received 3 high-powered machines for Makerspace and will have Adobe Creative Suit for the photo class we are running and 206 
some flavor of CAD for the 3D printers we have. Superintendent added we have a teacher trained in the use of CAD and he 207 
wants to integrate that into geometry and apply it to a real world setting. 208 
 209 

VII. WLC & FRES HANDBOOKS 210 
Superintendent reported we do not have a presentation; Principals Chenette and Edmunds are here to 211 
answer your questions.  It was noted in the FRES handbook the school board members are not up to date. Principal Chenette 212 
responded that she has not redone the handbook or removed any content that was previously there, only staff names. The 213 
leadership team will work on this tomorrow and hopes to work together as an administrative team. It was noted on page 17, the 214 
immunizations exemption form does not need to be notarized any longer, that needs to be updated. It was suggested to add an 215 
acknowledgement form as there is in the WLC handbook, it seems to be a good idea to have it. Also adding something about 216 
surveillance to the FRES handbook as it is in the WLC handbook. The WLC handbook does not have the Board member list 217 
correct, the immunization form no longer requires notarization; that needs to be updated. A question was raised that there is a 218 
statement in there about visual and is dental something that needs to be added. Principal Edmunds confirms no. Chairman Kofalt 219 
noted they seem to be very thorough and he saw some things in one but not the other and they could benefit from borrowing 220 
from each other. Principal Edmunds noted it is a good idea to link policies.  Mr. Vanderhoof noted a lot of the FRES handbook 221 
references 21-22 and has teachers listed who are not teaching anymore. It was confirmed the handbook on the FRES web page is 222 
the old handbook and the new one has not been posted as it is still being updated. The WLC web page has the latest handbook. 223 
Mr. Vanderhoof noted that on page 24 of the WLC handbook it indicates “class of 20-21”. He questioned on page 10 under 224 
responsible citizenship regarding “value arts as form of expression” he thought this seemed weird but his main concern is the 225 
dress code. Reading through it is not a hard bar to get over. From what we are asking them to do there are violations 100% of the 226 
time and it is something that should be paid closer attention to. He spoke about the academic probation regarding sports and 227 
activities. He feels this needs to be reviewed and we should be more stringent on this. In the past, if you fail you fail, and you are 228 
done until next quarters grades come out. It is pretty steep but if we are going to make an effort to push academics, students 229 
should know we are serious. Principal Edmunds will look at this. Ms. Lavallee commented on the vaccination and status of 230 
screenings, we did discuss it and the handbooks had already been printed but it is on our radar to coordinate any policy things 231 
with administration.  232 
 233 

VIII. POLICIES 234 
a. 3RD Read 235 

i. JIC-Student Conduct 236 
Ms. Lavallee reported this is the 3rd reading; no changes were made since the last reading.  237 
 238 
A MOTION was made by Ms. Lavallee and SECONDED by Mr. Mannarino to approve policy JIC-Student Conduct as written. 239 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 240 
 241 

ii. IJOC-Volunteers 242 
Ms. Lavallee reported this is the 3rd reading; no changes were made since the last reading. 243 
 244 
A MOTION was made by Ms. Lavallee and SECONDED by Mr. Mannarino to approve policy IJOC-Volunteers as written. 245 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 246 



 

   

 247 
iii. GDB-Employment of Non-certified Personnel 248 

Ms. Lavallee reported the highlighted section is the part that is to be removed from the policy and the red part is what is being 249 
added. She reviewed the other change to the annual notice, which reflected the discussion at the last board meeting. It was 250 
confirmed the policy could be adopted as amended. 251 
 252 
A MOTION was made by Ms. Lavallee to approve policy GDB-Employment of Non-certified Personnel as amended. 253 
 254 
A question was raised if that section is in accordance with the bargaining agreement. It was noted the second paragraph in the 255 
Annual Notice section should be amended to say “5 days after” and strike the words “ten days prior to”. Chairman Kofalt 256 
reviewed the changes to be made, first sentence on page 1 will end at the word district and strike the rest of the sentence starting 257 
with “without regard…”, the red text after that will be added, and under the Annual Notice section in the second paragraph 258 
should be amended to say “5 days after” and strike the words “ten days prior to”. That is the totality of the changes from what 259 
we have here. Ms. Lavallee confirms this is correct. Mr. Vanderhoof suggest this come back amended prior to a vote. There was 260 
no objection to do this. 261 
 262 
Ms. Lavallee WITHDRAWS her motion. 263 
 264 

iv. GBJ-Personnel Records 265 
Ms. Lavallee reported d this policy was brought back to the Policy Committee as they are working on a policy related to data 266 
governance and the other is related to finances and that incorporates this information regarding identifiable information. The 267 
Policy Committee feels confident that we can withdraw this policy all together and incorporate any legal requirements into the 268 
other policies. This policy is not required only recommended. The Board had brought up concerns of the validity of the wording 269 
during the other readings. She has followed up with Attorney Phillips while discussing the data governance policy. One of the 270 
things the Policy Committee is trying to do is streamline our policies so that if there are policies we do not need we want to 271 
incorporate any legally required language in the other policies we have in place. 272 
 273 
A MOTION was made by Ms. Lavallee and SECONDED by Mr. Post to withdraw policy GBJ-Personnel Records as written. 274 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 275 
 276 

b. 2nd Read 277 
i. ADC-Prohibitions Regarding Use and Possession of Tobacco Products, E-Cigarettes, and E-278 

Liquids In and On School Facilities and Grounds 279 
Ms. Lavallee reported this is the second read. We took this policy back to do more significant edits. She had gone through the 280 
minutes were it had been discussed. The wording changes that Mr. Post and Chairman Kofalt requested were made. Mr. 281 
Vanderhoof requested it come back to the next meeting, as he didn’t receive it. It was noted it was emailed out to the Board on 282 
Friday. Ms. Lavallee noted she has 5 other policies to bring forward, this policy was not going to be voted on anyway as it is in 283 
the 2nd read. It was decided to bring this policy back to the next meeting for a third reading. Ms. Lavallee reported the language 284 
changes that were requested were made. We changed regulations to procedures to align with other wording and added the 285 
“and/or Superintendent. There had been concerns brought up because of the length of the policy. She noted it is lengthy as they 286 
took 3 separate policies and combined them into this 1, again trying to streamline and any time legislation or legally required 287 
language changes happen we would have had to revisit 3 policies instead of 1. There are 3 sections to this policy because they 288 
are treated differently. One reason is under students, it is considered illegal for them to possess them, under 18 years of age 289 
which most are. That is different for employees or all other persons such as vendors or contractors etc. She confirmed the 3 290 
sections have different regulations you have to operate under. It is hard because for all other person like at a sporting event for 291 
example there may not be a principal or the superintendent in attendance and it changes the responsibility of enforcement with 292 
the type of the event. The difference is what action needs to be taken.  A question was raised if we have signage that says we are 293 
a tobacco free campus. Superintendent noted he doesn’t think we should apply a blanket policy to work in all situations such as 294 
if students are driving their parent’s vehicle and he sees cigarettes in the car, how do we handle it. He will look at the signage at 295 
the schools, as maybe we need more. Mr. Vanderhoof also suggested at the disc golf area. The policy will be brought back to the 296 
next meeting.  297 
 298 

IX. ACTION ITEMS 299 
a. Approve Minutes of Previous Meeting 300 

A MOTION was made by Mr. Vanderhoof and SECONDED by Mr. Mannarino to approve the minutes of September 6, 2022 as 301 
written. 302 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye, motion carried unanimously. 303 
 304 

X. COMMITTEE REPORTS 305 
i. Negotiations 306 

Mr. Mannarino reported they met last Wednesday for a planning session. Mr. Post, Mr. Mannarino, Superintendent Weaver, Mr. 307 
Pratt and Ms. LaPlante were present.  It was productive a lot was accomplished. Ms. LaPlante was a huge help guiding us on 308 



 

   

policy updates and touched on some other things. They will present to the Board. Chairman Kofalt informed the members he 309 
received an email from Mr. LoVerme that he is too busy to continue on the Negotiations Committee at this point. He would like 310 
to propose to add a 3rd member to the committee. He put Ms. Anzalone forward for consideration.  Ms. Anzalone accepted.  311 
 312 
 A MOTION was made by Mr. Vanderhoof and SECONDED by Ms. Lavallee to appoint Ms. Anzalone to the Negotiations 313 
Committee. 314 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 315 
 316 

ii. Policy Committee 317 
Ms. Lavallee reported she is waiting for the legislative update.  She is hoping it will come through soon as it will provide the 318 
committee with direction. They have been working to complete other policies. She believes it will be a productive year. 319 
Chairman Kofalt will check with Mr. LoVerme to see if he would like to continue on this committee. 320 
 321 

XI. RESIGNATIONS / APPOINTMENTS / LEAVES 322 
a. FYI New Hire-Kayla Hodgdon-Instructional Aid-LCS 323 
 Nomination-Marissa Hofstetter-LCS School Nurse 324 

Superintendent reviewed the new hire and nomination for appointment. 325 
 326 
A MOTION was made by Mr. Post and SECONDED by Ms. Lavallee to approve the nomination and appoint Ms. Marissa 327 
Hofstetter as LCS School Nurse at a salary of $45,000, Bachelors step 14. 328 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 329 
 330 

XII. BOARD BUDGET DISCUSSION 331 
Mr. Vanderhoof expressed that there is an assumption that the Board and Budget Committee have all the answers. He doesn’t 332 
think the public understands that we don’t always know and just because something was broken or needs updating, we don’t 333 
know or that everyone’s eyes are on that. Everyone assumes we know what is happening. Like the dugout for example, it took 334 
forever for that to get that fixed; it was realized in the spring that it was not fixed. Members of the public are encouraged to send 335 
us an email with their concerns as we don’t necessarily see the same things or know something may be in need of repair.  336 
 337 
Ms. Lavallee commented she agrees with Mr. Vanderhoof it would be great to hear more feedback from parents, and staff; it is 338 
important for us to have lots of different eyes on the district, as we don’t always know. She encourages the public to come 339 
forward with suggestions; it is always good to hear from them.  340 
 341 
Mr. Post spoke that we heard a lot of anecdotal things tonight and we want to respond to frustration from the community if 342 
indeed there is. We are a smaller district and don’t have a lot of bells and whistles, the regional schools have however, there are 343 
those opportunities for our students. The Board spends a lot of time; budgeting is cost driven for programs. We spend an 344 
enormous amount of time working on how to get grades up, improve sports facilities and participate in things like that. He agrees 345 
with Mr. Vanderhoof and Ms. Lavallee, we ask the people to come forward if they would like greater participation. There is no 346 
way with 540 or so students we can offer the same platform as a regional high school. If that is what the community wants, then 347 
we can look at merging but his feedback from the community is there is no interest in that. There is some tradeoff with what we 348 
can have as a smaller school district. We are not a poor district; we are just a smaller school district.  349 
 350 
Mr. Vanderhoof spoke that the dugout was an example, it should not have happened the way it did but it did. It was not a money 351 
issue. He is not saying we should put in a rink because people want to play hockey. It may be something we can do financially 352 
and maybe we can’t but we should still hear about those things. This could be a potentially challenging budget; he knows that in 353 
the past we have said bring us a budget that everyone wants but what your needs and what are your wants. What are the things 354 
we have to have vs. this will really help. When we vote on this in March, everyone will have gone through 5 months of heating 355 
their homes, who knows what that will look like and may not be as exuberant in their support of a large budget. We need to keep 356 
that in mind.   357 
 358 
Ms. Anzalone echoed what everyone else has said. She spoke that she would add bringing in community members, teachers, and 359 
students to get their thoughts. Maybe they have some unique ideas. If it can’t be in the budget maybe, we can raise money for 360 
some of this.  361 
 362 
Mr. Mannarino echoed what Chairman Kofalt said about creating a good budget that does have some wiggle room. Ideally, we 363 
would like to give something back at the end of the year but not because we put off a project but because we budgeted 364 
appropriately for propane or heating etc. and are fortunate to not spend as much as allocated. He also echoed what Ms. Anzalone 365 
said as far as student participation. Even if a student comes forward with a request that we can’t meet, they have been 366 
encouraged by adults to go after the thing they want. Evan Crotty was a good example of that. If we are getting those requests or 367 
students are bringing those things they desire forward, even if we can’t fund it maybe we can help in another way. 368 
 369 



 

   

Chairman Kofalt commented he mentioned earlier that he spoke with the Superintendent and there has been some mention of a 370 
gifted program that Principal Chenette has been talking about. It would be helpful to understand what that might look like from a 371 
budgetary standpoint. The Commissioner has indicated a potential willingness to look at a pilot program with Wilton and 372 
Lyndeborough to do that. Travel for the robotics team should be funded. On the Technology Committee, we have talked 373 
extensively about CTE programs. He is not sure if that will have a potential impact or not for next year but something to keep on 374 
our radar. Certain elements of the budget are inflation protected. You talked about locking in costs for heating and oil and 375 
propane; that helps us for the current year but not sure about budgeting for the following year. He is tentative about saying what 376 
he is going to say which is we ought to be considering whether or not we need to add something to the budget for inflation. If we 377 
do that, we should be very clear and agree on exactly what we are doing so that if we don’t need it that we are not creating the 378 
perception that we over budgeted and let’s just spend it. Rather say this was put there for a reason and if we don’t need it, then it 379 
goes back. He is concerned with dealing with the challenges of building a budget for a FY that doesn’t start until July 1 of next 380 
year. In a highly inflationary environment which he doesn’t think will settle down any time soon, it concerns him.  381 
 382 
Ms. Lavallee commented because we do make sure we have transportation funded for sports, the other area is to look at is 383 
transport for the dance team. Previously it was 100% funded through fundraising. She supports having this funded through the 384 
budget. Chairman Kofalt agrees. 385 

 386 
XIII. PUBLIC COMMENTS 387 

The public comment section of the agenda was read. 388 
Superintendent called out all the phone numbers and names joined in the meeting asking if they wanted to comment. 389 
There were not public comments. 390 
 391 

XIV. SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER COMMENTS 392 
Mr. Golding reported on the Budget Committee meeting he just attended. The Budget Committee would like to return to 7pm for 393 
the joint sessions so they can meet for a half hour prior and discuss strategy. They voted, it was split 5/4 and they want to start at 394 
the next meeting. They want teachers to feel comfortable to ask questions for what they need and want that would enhance the 395 
student’s experience. They want to speak to staff around October 3.  Mr. Vanderhoof is OK moving the joint session back to 396 
7pm however there are times depending on what is on the agenda they may wait 20-30 minutes, it is a risk. Mr. Golding 397 
responded they discussed this but those who wanted the 7pm meeting want a firm plan. There was no objection heard to moving 398 
the joint session back to 7pm. 399 
 400 
Ms. Lavallee thanked everyone for tonight and commented that it is very exciting news for the potential Italy trip for students. 401 
There is a presentation coming up and please make sure to get your information to administration.  402 
 403 
Mr. Mannarino thanked Mr. Buroker about the good news regarding Adobe and CAD. 404 
 405 
Mr. Vanderhoof commented we would be busy with budgets soon but requests to get some updates on the academic plan. We 406 
have a good meeting about and things that would be in place.  He would like this every 2 months to keep it front and center.  407 
 408 
Chairman Kofalt noted the manifests would be ready soon, one week from today. He will sign for Wilton and needs a 409 
Lyndeborough member to sign. Ms. Anzalone volunteered. Chairman Kofalt questioned when we would have an update on the 410 
district wide performance. Superintendent responded Ms. Dignan’s intention is to incorporate in her next board report. Chairman 411 
Kofalt informed members the FRES PTO skate night is Friday night and they are looking for volunteers. If anyone is interested, 412 
go to the FRES Facebook page or reach out through the school. There is a STEM fair in Milford on Saturday. The cost is $5 or 413 
online you can use STEM as a code for free tickets. He spoke of an opportunity to volunteer with the WLC PTO and Lions Club 414 
who are collaborating on a penny sale on October 22.  They are in need of volunteers here in the gym and café. He would love to 415 
see everyone there. They are looking for help from 5pm-9pm. It is either helping with logistics with the sale, donations or food. 416 
If you have any new items to donate, please reach out to the PTO. Mr. Post has been asked to make his famous pulled pork in the 417 
parking lot and if we are able to make that work, and if the PTO is up for that, we may see if board members can join in to help 418 
with that. The proceeds are split between the WLC PTO and Lions Club. A large portion of the PTO proceeds will go to helping 419 
the junior class in their fundraising effort toward the junior prom.  420 
  421 

XV. NON-PUBLIC SESSION RSA 91-A: 3 II (A) (C) 422 
i. Review Nonpublic Minutes 423 

ii. Negotiations 424 
iii. Student Matter 425 

A MOTION was made by Mr. Mannarino and SECONDED by Mr. Golding to enter Non-Public Session for negotiations, student 426 
matter and to review the non-public minutes, RSA 91-A: 3 II (A) (C) at 8:29pm. 427 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye, motion carried unanimously. 428 
 429 
  RETURN TO PUBLIC SESSION 430 
The Board entered public session at 10:06pm.    431 



 

   

 432 
A MOTION was made to seal the non-public session minutes by Ms. Lavallee and SECONDED by Mr. Mannarino. 433 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 434 
 435 

XVI. ADJOURNMENT 436 
A MOTION was made by Mr. Mannarino and SECONDED by Ms. Lavallee to adjourn the Board meeting at 10:07pm. 437 
Voting: via roll call vote, all aye; motion carried unanimously. 438 
 439 
Respectfully submitted, 440 
Kristina Fowler 441 
 442 


